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Precession of tJ.+ in Single Crystal Nickel* 

. . t 
B. D. Patterson, K. M. Crowe, F. N. Gygax ·, R. F. Johnson 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California 
Berkeley, California 94720 

and 

A. M~ Portis 
University of California, Berkeley, California 947 20 

and 

J. H. Brewer 
TRIUMF. Vancouver, Canada 

November 1973 

+ We have observed long-lived tJ. precession in single 

crystal nickel at 300 and 77K. Inhomogeneous local fields 

which cause rapid depolarization in polycrystalline samples 

are avoided. Muon precession in a magnetically saturated 

sample is reported. 

In a recent letter [1], Kassler et al. ~eported the fi~st observation 

of the precession of positive muons in polycrystalline nickel. We have 

extended this investigation to single crystal nickel and have greatly en-

larged the range of external field and sample temperature over which 

measurements can be made. Our observations have led to a modified 

interpretation of the experimental data. 

•:•w ork done under the auspices ol the U:S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

t . 
Research fellow from S. I. N., Villigen, Switzerland. 
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A beam of polarized positive muons is stopped in a nickel target 

situated in a magnetic field B t' which is transverse to the initial ex · · 

muon polarization direction. The muons are presumably trapped at 

the octahedral or tetrahedral interstitial sites in the nickel lattice, 

where they precess in the local magnetic field. The muons decay with 

a mean life of 2.2 f.LSec. Since the decay positrons are emitted pre-

ferentially along the muon spin, there is an asymmetric positron angu-

lar distribution which preces~:~es with the muon at the Larmor frequency. 

A measurement of this Larmor frequency gives Bf.L' the local field at 

the muon, the muon gyromagnetic ratio being well known [2]. At the 

same time, the asymmetry A and the d~polarization time T 2 can be 

measured. These three quantities provide new data about the intersti-

tial site. 

The measured value of Bf.L is +1.48 kG at 77K. This seems at 

first surprisingly small. ·Since the dipole fields from Ni cores cancel 

by symmetry at both octahedral and tetrahedral interstitial sites, Bf.L 

must arise from a .contact interaction with 4s and 3d conduction elec-

trons. af.L. may be estimated by taking the electron density at the f.L + 

to be the same as that in free is muonium, where the hyperfine field 
' 

is 160 kG. 
. + . 

We first assume that only 4s -electrons screen the f.L , and 

we estimate the 4s polarization as follows: each Ni atom contributes 

0.54 electron to the 4s band; assuming that these electrons are uni-

formly distributed throughout the lattice, we deduce an unperturbed 

. 22 -3 . 
4s -electron dens1ty of 4. 9 X 10 em . Neutron diffraction studies 

yield an interstitial magnetization of -0.85 X 10
221i8 / 3, (3] which 

em 

implies a 4s polarization of -17%. This gives Bf.L = -0.17 X 160 kG:: -27 kG, 
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in contradiction with the observed Bw The high 3d density of states 

at the. 'Fermi level assures that 3d-electrons will participate significant-

ly in the screening, reducing the 4s density at the muon and perhaps 

changing the sign of BIJ. through eithe; a direct 3d-1J. + int,eraction or an 

indirect 3d-4s -tJ. + exchange interaction. Only a detailed calculation 
I 

can predict the strengths and inter -relationship of these effects. 
\ 

~ossler' s· group [ 1] used a polycrystalline nickel sample and 

made measurements of BIJ., A, and T 
2 

over a range of temperature 

and external fields, but because of magnetic field limitations, they 

could not saturate thei~ sample. We have been able to observe pre .. 

cession both below and above saturation in a small, ellipsoidal, poly-

crystalline sample. We have also studied a single. crystal sample and 

have found long-lived precession even at 77K. ~ Kossler was unable to 

detect .any precession below room temperature in his polycrystalline 

sample .. 

We interpret the disappearance of precession in a polycrystalline 

sample at low temperature to arise from an extremely short depolari-. 
' ~ ,.-

zation time caused by a large inhomogeneous linewidth A B. T 
2 

and 

A B are related by: 

AB=2/yiJ.T 2 , 

where yiJ. is the muon gyromagnetic ratio. A depolarization tlme of 

0.1 IJ.Sec implies a AB of abo:ut 200 Gauss. Figure 1 shows values 

of A B calculated from Kossler' s T 
2 

measurements c'ompared with 

61 Ni NMR, linewidths in polycrystalline nickel from work by Streever 

and Bennett [ 4]. Also included are our rather uncertain measurements 
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of very rapid (T 
2 

- 10-100 nsec) depolarization in a polycrystal at 300 

and 77K. The approximate equali~y of A B as ~easured with muons 

and NMR is significant consider'ing that the field at the nickel nuclei 

is larger than'that at the IJ. + by a factor of 50. If the broadening were 
\ 

due to strains in the sample, one would expect the linewidth to scale 

approximately with the field measured. This is not the case, and we 

conclude that the broadening observed in. polycrystalline nickel is due to 
{ -

macroscopic field inhomogeneities. 

Further support of this conclusion is given py our observation of 

long-lived (T 
2

. > 21J.se_c)t IJ. + precessi~n signals in a single crystal 

sample at 300 and 77K. ~he linewidths in{erred (A s 77 <. 18G, 

A B 300 < tOG) ·are an order of magnitude smaller than Barclay's line

width from NMR of or~ented 60c~~ nuclei in single crystal nickel [5], 

and to our knowledge they are t~e narrowest absolute linewidths yet 

observed in nickel. 

It is well known that considerable line ~bro~dening occurs in poly--

crystalline ferromagnets because of the inhomogeneous fields of ran-

domly oriented 'crystallites. The general trend of AB in fig. 1 toward 

larger values at lower temperatures may be qlla;litatively un9erstood 

in terms of an increase in th_e anisotropy energy with decreasing 

temperature [6] causing an increase 'in magnetization inhomogeneity. 

fonly an upper limit for T
2 

can be given due to the short muon life

time (2.2 IJ.Sec) and the interference of the low temperature rpuon pre-

cession signal with a 19 MHz_background signal arising from the time 

structure of the cyclotron beam. 

', ' ' 
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Kbs sler' s D. B data [ 1] shows a sharp rise above 55 0K. The ex

perimental dependence of BfJ. on temperature is shown in fig; 1 [7 J. 

Since BfJ. (T) .becomes very steep near the Curie temperature T = 
c 

631K, imperfect temperature homogeneity would produce an internal 

field inhomogeneity which goets worse closer to T . · One finds Kos sler' s 
c 

D. B data near T can be explained if one assumes an experimental 
c 

temperature spread -10K. 

By using a small ellipsoidal target, we have been able to observe 

precession in a magnetically saturated sample. It was found, in agree-

ment with Kossler, that BfJ. is independent of B ext below saturation. 

Above saturation, ~fJ. rises linearly with Bext with unit slope (see 

fig. 2). The knee in the experimental curve oc,curs at the calculated 

saturation field of our ellipsoidal sample. The BfJ. vs. B ext dependence 

can be explained through the mechanism of magnetic shielding in a 

highly permeable material. 

We wish to thank Dr. C. Kittel for helpful discussions and Leal 

Kanstein and the 184-inch cyclotron crew. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

The local field BIJ. at the muon- site and linewidths AB 

observed in polycrystalline and single crystal nickel by · 

' 
various techniques. The solid curve is from normalized 

magnetization data in Ni of reference [7]. 

The local field at the muon site in nickel vs. Be~t' the ex

. ternal field measured with target out. N is the sample 

demagnetizing factor. The points denoted by triangles are 

_from data on an approximately spherical single crystal with 

the [ 111] axis parallel to B t at 300 and 77K. Other points ex 

are from data on a polycrystalline ellipsoid ( 4. 5" X 2" X .5 11
). 

Solid.aild open circles refer to the 4.5 11 axis parallel to 

B t (N = 0.69) at 523 and 57 3K respectively. Solid and ex _ 

open squares refer to the 2" axis parallel to B. t (N = 2.24) 
ex 

at 523 and 5_73K. The fields BIJ. and Bext have been nor-

malized to bring measurements at various temperatures to 

the same vertical level and to exhibit saturation for all 

samples at zero on the horizontal scale. 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE--------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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